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Future vehicles tend to increase their capabilities to connect wirelessly to a large variety of services. 

The connected vehicle’s vision aims at an efficient utilization of resources in wireless 

communications to provide advanced functionality in infotainment-, traffic efficiency and safety to 

the driver. The vehicle itself – embedded in an IP based communications infrastructure – 

furthermore leverages the potential to exchange on-board sensor information with the Cloud to 

enable advanced applications in personalized mobility. Such concepts require context-aware and 

proximity-enabled access to wireless services. This calls for scalable wireless connectivity with 

sufficient bandwidth, robustness and latency. Therefore, next-generation communications 

techniques and networks for automotive use-cases are currently being researched intensively. 

Herein, cellular networks like the 4G Long Term Evolution (LTE) and ad-hoc based communications 

like ETSI ITS G5 are of prime interest to the automotive industry. Heterogeneous communications 

incorporating cellular- and ad-hoc radio access with transparent routing protocols provide a scalable 

and improved service delivery and will promote the market introduction for advanced Vehicle-to-X 

applications. 

This paper summarizes some of the key challenges in vehicular connectivity with focus on 4G LTE and 

ETSI ITS G5 communications. Considered aspects include propagation effects of the vehicular 

wireless channel, automotive antenna elements as well as on-board electronics and architectures. It 

will be shown that the antenna system as an interface between propagation channel and vehicular 

on-board unit exceptionally defines the performance of the related applications. In order to solve the 

requirements of mounting concepts for automotive antenna equipment, antenna design for Vehicle-

to-X applications remains an ongoing challenge. 
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